
CASE STUDY OPERATIONS OBJECTIVES AT THE PENANG MUTIARA

Check out our essay example on Operations objectives at Penang Mutiara to start conduct regular focus group studies
to predict future customer requirements in Qn 2) The case describes how quality, speed, dependability, flexibility and.

Companies are not simple comply form the competitors, companies seek to be good as anybody in the world
at the things they had chosen to be good at world class. InnerActive, n. Will ensure the hotel to compete for
business. Internally, it effectively minimizes the response time to deliver services to the customers which in
turn reduce the labour cost and increasing the availability of services, allow speedy decision-making and
speedy movement of materials and information inside the operation. Service Innovation s use of internet 2. It
has the positive relation with organizational success. This can help employees to get new knowledge, skills
and abilities. With the minimization of blunders, time and cost of rectifying the mistakes are reduced
effectively. We never like to say NO. Industry practice and standards will be accreted by companies. Strong
interaction and understanding is the way to reach those goals. Also, it is mention on the case that the quality of
service has to be flawless, which means dealing with the basics and simple day-to-day tasks. With ISO ,
organization can determine the cause of the problem and find out the solution. Any organization needs to
adopt flexibility on its operation to produce goods or services and adding extra value by changing the range,
volume or delivery time. This may include increase utilization of rooms, cleaning and preparation for the room
and improve efficient of working. This is still done to this day through Bukhary Sdn. Government regulations
will be the forth key of responsibilities must be fulfill by the manager of the operation function. Regulation
defined as result in pressure group action and result in law and policies to support business and protect
customers, workers and environment. In addition, dependability arrangement can help in reducing the chance
of duplicating input expenses or the recourses leaving unused increasing the cost of maintain or store fee, or
labor cost. It can test for the capability and maturity. Training and development allows employees to
effectively perform the jobs. For the currently survey, Penang Mutiara Resort have gave out the 9. Besides
business, customers also look importance on the product quality. Thus, in this stage, Wernie might look for
what is best expected from the best hotel and try to imitate form it t Related Interests. Business venture, named
Bukhary Sdn. This reduces the wasteful disruption and allows the other operations to operate efficiently. In the
stage I, manufacturing will consider to be internally neutral. Company might takes part in developing,
manufacturing. With business travel growing at a faster pace than leisure, Wernie should expand target group
to include corporate, business travel package and tourist group to bring in more profits. To conclude,
achieving competitive advantage through achieving accolades by winning several prestigious international
awards in the long run can also enhance the hotel name to bring in stable revenues and profits. For example, if
guests have been to the hotel before, staff avoid their having to repeat the information they gave on the
previous visit. Internally: cost performance is affected by good performance in the other performance
objectives. It will also provide the hotel with long-term competitive advantages and lessen their dependence
on intermediaries, discounters and traditional channels that are about to become obsolete. It effectively arrange
the facilities, information, money workforce and etc to make sure all of them can be accessible at any time,
save the time for waiting or look for other substitutes. A year after Bukhary Sdn. Redoing or correcting
mistakes, or to reducing confusion or irritation for each people; second, it also reduces the labor cost. It
reduces cost for Mutiara due to it is fewer the chance to make mistakes.


